PrimeSUITE®
The Power of One™

“PrimeSUITE is extremely doctor friendly. It seems to be written by doctors, for doctors, rather than written by information technologists.”

Dr. Alan Scheinbach
Massapequa Heart Group
12 Providers
Seaford, NY
USING PRIMESUITE SINCE 2007

PrimeSUITE – the Power of One – is our flagship EHR, practice management and interoperability solution that provides the single-database platform for integration of clinical, financial and administrative functions. It enables providers to make time spent with patients more productive and improves management of information essential to coordinating better patient care.

Comprehensive Certification and Meaningful Use Incentive Capture
PrimeSUITE 2011 is an ONC-ATCB Complete EHR, certified for Stage 1 2011/2012 Meaningful Use reporting criteria, backed by the Greenway Guarantee. PrimeSUITE also provides a Meaningful Use Dashboard, which allows for easy tracking of allowables met and criteria percentages submitted.

Unmatched Annual KLAS Customer Service Awards
KLAS, our industry’s “Consumer Reports” for health IT, has awarded PrimeSUITE two 2010 “Best in KLAS” awards in ambulatory and practice management categories, for practices with 6-25 physicians. Overall, PrimeSUITE has earned 11 Best in KLAS awards over seven years.

Accelerating EHR Adoption through Ease of Use
Awarded a U.S. patent for custom clinical workflow templating, PrimeSUITE allows primary care and specialty practices to build upon a library of 3,200+ templates. Software upgrades are sent remotely for seamless integration while maintenance and support are provided directly by Greenway Client Services.

A Profitable Business Case
PrimeSUITE helps an organization offer the most advanced care possible at the highest level of profitability. An average increase to practice revenues of $21,600 - $81,500 per physician per year can be achieved by using PrimeSUITE. Efficiencies are seen through coding improvements, elimination of transcriptions and paper chart expenses, better collection ratios and other streamlined practice activities.

For more information email info@greenwaymedical.com or visit www.greenwaymedical.com/solutions/prime-suite/

*Greenway’s flagship EHR, PrimeSUITE, received 2 Best in KLAS awards in the annual 2010 Top 20 Best in KLAS Awards report: Software & Professional Services report (www.klasresearch.com) for categories ambulatory EHR 6-25 and practice management 6-25. PrimeSUITE® 2011 is 2011/2012 compliant and was certified as a Complete EHR by CCHIT®, an ONC-ATCB.
Comprehensive, Customizable Functionality

PrimeSUITE makes information available in real time throughout the practice, giving your staff on-demand access to the data they need. Some of the solution’s features include:

**EHR**
- **E-Prescribe** – Provides the ability to submit a prescription electronically to the patient’s preferred pharmacy
- **User Settings** – Allows settings of numerous chart preferences
- **Patient Lists** – Practice workflow-centered list of patients to be seen with role-specific user filtering
- **Clinical Alerts** – Allows the creation, modification of guidelines that trigger reminders
- **Clinician Desktop** – Provides key features on the main login page for quick provider access
- **Orders Tracking** – Allows orders tracking straight from the desktop
- **Customized Clinical Templates** – Allows for any specialty

**Practice Management**
- **Scheduling** – Integrates scheduling capabilities, providing a complete, up-to-the-minute view of schedules for the entire organization
- **Patient Registration** – Speeds new patient registration and minimizes errors by providing an easy-to-use electronic template
- **Accounts Receivable** – Fully automates and optimizes workflows for all aspects of A/R, including billing, claims processing, applying payments, and more
- **Reporting** – Offers standardized and customizable reports
- **Messaging** – Provides an easy-to-use platform for messaging, enabling staff to effectively track, categorize and manage electronic communications

“PrimeSUITE is not a system that’s going to force you to do things a certain way. You can make it work in the ways that you need it to.”

Josephine Young, MD, MPH, COO
Pediatric Associates Inc., P.S.
80 Providers
Bellevue, Washington
USING PRIMESUITE SINCE 2009
PrimeSUITE in the Cloud
In addition to an on-premise model, PrimeSUITE is also offered as a hosted solution.
• Maintenance free
• Industry leading data integrity & security
• No server equipment costs
• Daily routine data backup services
• Unlimited connectivity
• Anywhere access
• Free application upgrades including 3rd party

Ready to Meet Health IT Needs Today and in the Future through Interoperability and More
• PrimeSUITE is the foundation of a long-term business plan that allows an organization to leverage EHR capabilities and advance to patient engagement, clinical trials, outcomes management, genetic risk assessment, revenue cycle management and much more.
• Greenway has the key enablers to building a sustainable ACO. PrimeSUITE is one interoperable database, allowing the sharing of standardized data, a common foundation for decision making, and the analytics to track and measure performance over time.
• The emergence and future of quality reporting incentive programs are important aspects of achieving an improved and more sustainable healthcare system. PQRS, meaningful use and accountable care speak to the same evolution in quality patient care, and PrimeSUITE is positioned to offer industry-leading technology for providers choosing to participate.

“Greenway’s Meaningful Use Dashboard takes the complexity out of monitoring the thresholds of incentives criteria and quality measures by our staff. The constant updates mean we can simply view the progress and feel assured of meeting the reporting requirements.”

– Pam Keil
Women’s Health Center of Oregon
Oregon City, OR
Leverage the Power of PrimeSUITE with additional technologies for a long-term business plan

**PrimeSUITE**
Integrated EHR, practice management and interoperability

**PrimePATIENT**
Integrated secure patient web portal and patient engagement solution

**PrimeEXCHANGE**
Interoperability engine that consolidates and simplifies data exchange

**PrimeRESEARCH**
Breakthrough solution that enables clinical research, outcomes and quality participation

**PrimeMOBILE**
Mobile desktop that provides secure anytime anywhere access to the information providers need most

**PrimeENTERPRISE**
A solution to help you manage your community healthcare and accountable care enterprise

**PrimeRCM**
Revenue Cycle Management services to streamline the claims and billing process to navigate today and the future

**PrimeSPEECH**
Advanced speech understanding module to accelerate EHR adoption

**PrimeIMAGE**
Diagnostic-quality imaging – CT, MR, NM, surgical and more – integrated into digital patient charts

---

Hear more about what our customers say about us
meetgreenway.com
Learn more about Meaningful Use
meaningfuluse-emr.com

---

**Greenway Guarantee**
EHR Meaningful Use and Certification Commitment

For more information email info@greenwaymedical.com or visit www.greenwaymedical.com